









The Textual Affinities of Sinaiticus' Correctors in 2 Esdras: An Analysis of Proper Nouns

Abstract
This article contains an exhaustive presentation of all proper nouns in 2 Esdras on codex Sinaiticus that have been corrected, inserted, or removed. The spellings of these proper nouns are used to compare the texts of the correctors with the text types of 2 Esdras. These data contribute to the discussion of whether the corrections labelled ca and cpamph belong to distinct individuals or the same person, and the relationship of cpamph to the Hexapla and Antiochene/Lucianic recension.

	When a corrector makes changes to a manuscript, they reveal something not only about the value that the work has to them, but also something about the other kinds of texts available and familiar to them. Codex Sinaiticus received generous attention from correctors, who made an unusually large number of changes compared to other biblical manuscripts of the fourth century.​[1]​ The most thoroughly corrected leaves are those containing 2 Esdras, the second century CE translation of Ezra-Nehemiah.​[2]​ For Milne and Skeat, study of the correctors constitutes the most difficult task in the investigation of Sinaiticus.​[3]​ Yet, according to Penner, relatively little attention has been paid to the correctors, especially in the Old Testament.​[4]​ Lake described the leaves containing 2 Esdras as “the most important of all,” both because of the sheer number of corrections, but also because of “their close connection with the Codex Pamphili.”​[5]​ This claimed connection to the codex written by Pamphilus, an associate of Origen, is due to two colophons, the English translations of which are here taken from Parker.​[6]​ First a colophon at the end of 2 Esdras:​[7]​

Collated against an extremely old copy corrected in the hand of the holy martyr Pamphilus, which copy at the end has a signature in his own hand, reading thus:




	Second a longer colophon at the end of Esther:​[8]​

Collated against an extremely old copy corrected in the hand of the holy martyr Pamphilus. At the end of this very old book (which begins with the First Book of Kingdoms and ends at Esther) is the signature, in its distinctive form, of Pamphilus himself, reading thus:
Copied from and corrected against the Hexapla of Origen as corrected by himself. Antoninus the confessor collated; I, Pamphilus, corrected the volume in prison, with the great favour and enlargement of God. And if it is not too much to say, to find a copy to match this one would not be easy.
The same very ancient book disagrees with this volume in the proper names.

	Taking these colophons at face value, Lake dated the year of the exemplar used by the corrector who wrote them to 309 and claimed that there was only one step between the corrector and the Hexapla.​[9]​ In contrast, Parker gives reasons to be sceptical that the colophons were authored by the Sinaiticus corrector, considering it more likely that they were written for a papyrus original and transmitted through at least one parchment intermediary.​[10]​ Yet, whether authored by the Sinaiticus corrector or copied from an intermediary, the colophons claim that the text that they are associated with originated from Origen's Hexapla.
	It is possible to test this claim by comparing the text of the corrections made toward Pamphilus' manuscript with the known and previously studied text traditions of 2 Esdras. Corrections are often of individual words and even the most substantial insertions are of, at most, a few missing verses at a time. Such a small volume of data makes identifying the textual affinity of corrections difficult on grounds such as pluses and minuses or syntax. The final sentence of the longer colophon is particularly significant. Whether added by the Sinaiticus corrector, or copied from elsewhere along with the rest of the colophon, it demonstrates an awareness of the variety of textual traditions in the spelling of proper nouns. 
	The spelling of proper nouns has been a significant area of interest in the field of Septuagint textual criticism. Margolis described them as “the milestones which guide the investigator in finding his way to texts held together by group affinity.”​[11]​ According to Seeligman a proliferation of proper nouns makes a text especially valuable for textual criticism.​[12]​ Wevers explicitly relied heavily upon proper nouns to identify the relationship between manuscripts.​[13]​ In a 1995 unpublished dissertation, Knobloch claimed that while the textual development of most words is “ordinarily held in check by the need for a word to make sense in context...” proper nouns “were to a great extent free from this constraint.”​[14]​ Some changes in the spelling of proper nouns may occur for stylistic or other reasons that bear no relation to the exemplar (or exemplars) used to produce a manuscript. However, because many changes in the spelling of such words that occur do not change the meaning or create a syntactical problem, they are less likely to be unnoticed either by the hand introducing the change, or by the hand copying from a manuscript where such a change has occurred. The upshot is that variant spellings of proper nouns are often preserved in textual transmission, providing evidence for the genetic relationships between the texts attested in different manuscripts.
	Since 2 Esdras possesses proper nouns in abundance, comparison of the spelling of these words is particularly pertinent for the book's known text traditions. Furthermore, the vast majority of corrections to 2 Esdras on Sinaiticus involve personal names. Therefore, the spelling of proper nouns in the corrections of 2 Esdras on Sinaiticus will be used to investigate the textual traditions that were available to those who corrected this part of the codex. To what did these correctors compare Sinaiticus? And how does the work of these correctors stand in relation to the text history of 2 Esdras? 
	The following discussion will exhaustively present all proper nouns in 2 Esdras in Sinaiticus that have been corrected, inserted, or removed. These corrections were originally recorded from the apparatus of Hanhart's critical edition in the Göttingen series,​[15]​ and then checked against the digital facsimile on the Codex Sinaiticus Website.​[16]​ The corrections are classified by corrector based on the palaeographical identification given on that website. These data will be compared to the text traditions of 2 Esdras, based on a collation of all variants of proper nouns in Greek manuscripts that are recorded in the apparatus of Hanhart's critical edition in the Göttingen series,​[17]​ and Hanhart's classification of the text groups.​[18]​

The Scribes of Sinaiticus and the Correctors of Proper Nouns in 2 Esdras

	Tischendorf concluded that Sinaiticus was the work of four scribes, which he labelled A, B, C, and D.​[19]​ Traube split Old Testament A from New Testament A,​[20]​ and Isaiah B from Prophets/Hermas B.​[21]​ Milne and Skeat's simplification to three scribes, A, B, and D, won broad acceptance,​[22]​ though more recently there has been renewed support for the view of two B scribes.​[23]​ Tischendorf never stated an explicit opinion on the scribe responsible for 2 Esdras. Yet, because he assigned the first part of 1 Chronicles to scribe A, Milne and Skeat infer that this is the scribe he believed wrote this portion of the codex.​[24]​ This is now the received view and both the Codex Sinaiticus Website and Jongkind assign 2 Esdras to scribe A.​[25]​
	Tischendorf classified five chronological groups of correctors A, B, C, D, E, within which individual scribes are distinguished using superscript letters. His system is not comprehensively laid out in any one place,​[26]​ but helpfully described by Scrivener and summarised by Milne and Skeat.​[27]​ Lake further categorised the groups of correctors as early (A, B), middle (C) and late (D, E), and identified the C correctors as “a Caesarean scriptorium” on the basis of the subscriptions mentioning Pamphilus.​[28]​ Since Parker believes that the colophons likely predate Sinaiticus, he considers this direct link between the correctors and Caesarea an unsafe conclusion.​[29]​ Myrshall suggests that if Sinaiticus were used as an exemplar, then the large number of corrections were made to ensure that the codex reflected the text of the local area.​[30]​ If so, even if the colophons are not original to Sinaiticus, they still may be evidence of an association between the codex and Caesarea.
	Using the same series of letters to denote the scribes and correctors lends itself to confusion, therefore the convention of the Codex Sinaiticus Website to use capital letters for the scribes and lower case letters for the correctors will be adopted from here on. Once introduced, all correctors will be labelled using the notation conventions of the Codex Sinaiticus Website. The website also provides a conservative assignment of the corrector responsible for every correction in 2 Esdras, assessed on palaeographical grounds. These assignations are adopted in the following discussion.
	A substantial leap forward in the study of Sinaiticus' correctors was made by Milne and Skeat's identification of the a and b correctors as scribes A and D, with the qualification that “to distinguish between them is not always possible.”​[31]​ In Hanhart's apparatus to his critical edition, where he understood corrections to have been made by these scribes he used the note “corr pr m” (correxit prima manus). However, this label is not entirely accurate given that it applies to the work of two scribal correctors, and 2 Esdras was only copied by scribe A. Only those corrections made by corrector a are strictly speaking correxit prima manus. Since these corrections cannot always be distinguished from those by corrector b, the convention of the Codex Sinaiticus Website to label corrections by either a or b as S1 is preferred.
	Are S1 corrections worth including in the following discussion at all? Milne and Skeat rightly assert that if scribe A revised his work on 2 Esdras, and scribe D also checked the text, then for the most part these corrections were made toward the original exemplar.​[32]​ If so, then S1 corrections contain no data of relevance to our investigation of the textual traditions relied upon by the correctors. However, they acknowledge that the source of S1 corrections “has never been fully explored,” and that while the primary revision was toward the original exemplar, they find signs in the New Testament of a further revision by S1 toward another exemplar.​[33]​ Therefore, S1 corrections are worth including here to examine for any evidence that 2 Esdras may have been corrected toward a second exemplar by the codex's scribes.
	Most corrections to 2 Esdras were made by the c correctors. The individuals in this group that undertook work on 2 Esdras are ca, cpamph, cb1, and cc. In one case the label cb is applied to a correction as it cannot be clearly distinguished from cb2 or cb3; it will be discussed here alongside the cb1 corrections. Six corrections are labelled c, but it is not clear to which individual they should be assigned. The c corrections were made somewhere between the end of the fifth and beginning of the seventh century.​[34]​ The first to work on the manuscript was ca.​[35]​ Tischendorf did not distinguish this corrector from cpamph, but Lake's distinction of them was accepted by Milne and Skeat, who furthermore identified that cpamph worked later than ca on the grounds that some corrections by cpamph rely on previous work undertaken by ca.​[36]​ On the basis of a palaeographical analysis of the colophons, Myrshall has since re-asserted that cpamph was ca, who made alterations to his own corrections during a later revision.​[37]​ The corrector cb1 worked after ca and cpamph, sometimes emphasising ca's corrections.​[38]​ Only two corrections by cc fall within our purview, who also worked after ca.​[39]​ One correction in our dataset is assigned to the eighth-century corrector d.​[40]​ Finally, nearly 20 corrections are labelled “corr”, meaning they cannot be confidently assigned to any particular corrector on palaeographical grounds alone.

The Text and Text History of Ezra-Nehemiah and 2 Esdras

	From at least the second-temple period, the Hebrew/Aramaic book(s) Ezra-Nehemiah were transmitted as a single work. Ezra-Nehemiah existed as a written consonantal text, with an associated reading tradition (which can be thought of as an “oral” text). In the second/first centuries BCE, Ezra and some parts of 2 Chronicles and Nehemiah were used to create the Greek composition 1 Esdras. The lack of a straightforward Greek translation of Ezra-Nehemiah eventually led to the creation of 2 Esdras in the mid to late second century CE.​[41]​ From about the sixth century CE, a group of Hebrew scholars called the Masoretes began developing a written system of signs to encode and preserve their oral reading traditions. The best preserved and most well known of these reading traditions is the Tiberian, of which the standard reference used by modern scholars is Codex Firkovitch B 19a (formerly known as the “Leningrad Codex”), written in the early eleventh century CE. The Tiberian tradition is comprised of no less than a consonantal text, vowel points, and cantillation, and therefore all these elements will be cited when reference is made to the Tiberian tradition in the following discussion.
	The original text of 2 Esdras will be referred to as the “Old Greek”, abbreviated with the sign G. The witnesses to 2 Esdras can be classified into four major groups: the “free witnesses”, the a- and b-groups, which are both recensions, and the Antiochene/Lucianic text, a recension of the G text that is sometimes edited with reference to a Hebrew-Aramaic Vorlage. Throughout the discussion all Greek manuscripts are referred to by Rahlfs number,​[42]​ using a slightly simplified form of the conventions in Hanhart's edition.​[43]​
	The first major group of witnesses to the G text are what Hanhart calls the “relatively free witnesses”, which are the majuscules A (sixth century), B (fourth century), S (fourth century), and V (eighth century), and the minuscules 55 (tenth century), 58 (eleventh century), 119 (tenth and twelfth to thirteenth century), and 122 (fifteenth century).​[44]​ These “free witnesses” often contain similar readings over against the rest of the tradition. 58 and 119 are mixed texts that collate readings from across the textual tradition.​[45]​ Amongst the majuscules, the outlier is usually B. S agrees with B more than A and V do, and A agrees with B more than V does. Hanhart's main text agrees with V in a large number of cases. 122 and 55 are close relatives of B.​[46]​ B is the exemplar for 122.​[47]​ B's idiosyncracy is not consistently closer to or further from the G text compared to the rest of the manuscript tradition.





2 Esd 7:21	αρθασασθα	γαρ σαρθαθα	ασαρσαθα

	It is not difficult to see how these varieties in spelling were created by corruption in transmission. Yet, variety in spelling can also be removed in transmission by harmonisation (some may prefer the term “style”) of spellings. The text of the majuscules, especially B, tend to attest variety in the spelling of proper nouns more so than the text of the minuscules, especially the a- and b-groups. While some of this variety is due to textual corruption, it is arguable that since the texts of the majuscules have been less harmonised by copyists, they may at times preserve features of the original G text. This interpretation is more compelling when spelling variations correlate with features in the Tiberian tradition.
	For example, at 2 Esd 4:2 (Tiberian: חַדֹּן֙ ‏‎אֵסַ֤ר) most G manuscripts attest ασαραδδων, with exceptions due to simplification of the double consonant ασαραδων 71-74-125 46-[52], and vowel assimilation ασαραδδαν 98-[379]-243-731-[68] 119 (> ασαραδαν 248). Only B and its relatives attest ασαρεαθων B-[122] (> ασαρσαθων 55) with the vowel hiatus εα. B's text has obviously been corrupted by devoicing of δ. However, the vowel grapheme ε is equivalent to Hebrew ח. In 2 Esdras, B often attests ε where few or no other manuscripts do and in almost all these places the grapheme is equivalent to a Hebrew guttural.
	In light of the above, some corrections will be collated with the majuscules and/or the Tiberian tradition for the purpose of evaluating to what extent features in the text of the corrections may reflect a translator's or editor's vocalisation of a Hebrew consonantal Vorlage.
	The other major groups of witnesses to the G text are the a-group 71-74-106-107-[44-125-610]-120-121-130-134-236-314-370-762 and the b-group 46-[52]-64-98-[379]-243-248-381-728-731-[68].​[49]​ These are both recensions of the G text. They sometimes incorporate readings from the textual traditions that may have been adjusted toward a Hebrew Vorlage, but the recensions a and b themselves were not created in consultation with a Hebrew Vorlage. The a-group was at times edited in line with the Antiochene/Lucianic recension. The b-group was at times harmonised to 1 Esdras, and edited in line with another hexaplaric-type of text that was not the Antiochene/Lucianic recension.​[50]​ Within the a-group: 71 is particularly unreliable, with many proper nouns missing; 107 was the exemplar for 44-125-610. Within the b-group: 46 was the exemplar for 52; 98 was the exemplar for 379; and 731 was the exemplar for 68.​[51]​
	Much of the Lucianic/Antiochene text of 2 Esdras (from now on: Gᴸ) is preserved in manuscripts 19 and 108, the more independent witness 93, and occasionally 121, which sometimes shares readings from the same branch of Gᴸ as 93, but otherwise belongs to the a-group.​[52]​ 2 Esdras 21:17-25 have been copied again in 728, but with the Gᴸ text. Following Hanhart's convention, this part of the witness is denoted by 728ᴵ. As a revision of G, presumably the Gᴸ text can be no earlier than mid-second century and the association of Gᴸ with Lucian of Antioch presumably means this text can be no later than early fourth century. Some of the data presented below may support the view that the Gᴸ text as attested in 19-108 and 93 (twelfth-thirteenth century), had undergone some continual intentional development after the early fourth century.







































	One correction by S1 corrects a reading that agreed with Hanhart and the G witnesses toward a reading that is closer to Gᴸ:

	Hanhart	S (& all other MSS)	S1	19-108 93 121
20:23	αναια	αναια	ανανια	ανανιας

	Half of S1's corrections are applied to singular or rare readings in the main text, which are the variants most likely to have arisen due to copying errors by scribe A. This fact is consistent with Milne and Skeat's conclusion that, in the main, S1 corrections are made while checking the quality of the copy against Sinaiticus' original exemplar. This conclusion is strengthened when an obvious copying error can be identified. Examples:
	In ιωρειμ S → ιωρειβ S1 (21:5) and βαανα S → μαανα S1 (23:9) the exemplar was incorrectly copied due to phonetic confusion /b/ : /m/.
	In εεχρει S → εζερει S1 (21:15) the exemplar was incorrectly copied due to metathesis and graphical confusion <Ζ> : <Ξ>.
	In ιωναθαν S → ιωαναθαν S1 (22:11) the exemplar probably contained S1's unusual spelling and the scribe incorrectly wrote down a more usual and familiar spelling for this word while copying. (I label this as “spelling harmonisation”, some may prefer the term “scribal style”.)
	Milne and Skeat claimed that sometimes S1 corrections may be collated toward another exemplar. There are three possible cases of this in our data, but in each instance an alternative explanation can also be advanced.
	The correction αναια S > ανανια S1 (cf. ανανιας Gᴸ (20:23)) may be: (a) a hexaplaric reading in S' exemplar that was incorrectly copied by scribe A as αναια S; (b) an independent development in S' exemplar due to haplography of ν that was incorrectly copied as αναια S; (c) a collation by S1 toward a hexaplaric/Antiochene text. The Tiberian tradition attests עֲנָיָֽה, and if this preserves the consonantal texts available to the G translator and Gᴸ editor, then the second ν in the Gᴸ tradition is probably a development in Greek transmission, conditioned by the sequence of graphically similar letters (and perhaps the familiarity of the name “Anania” to a Christian scribe?).



































	Ca's corrections of proper nouns in 2 Esdras usually agree with Gᴸ, sometimes agree with Gᴸ against the rest of the manuscript tradition, but in two places disagree with Gᴸ. However, on the two occasions when ca's corrections disagree with Gᴸ, only a single letter has been removed: ανρωνει S → αρωνει ca by erasure and ουριας S → ουρια ca by strikethrough. It is possible that ca made these corrections without referring to his exemplar. From these data, it is probable that ca corrected 2 Esdras toward an exemplar in the Gᴸ tradition.

Cpamph Insertions Only Attested Elsewhere by Gᴸ

	Cpamph is the most prolific of Sinaiticus' correctors in 2 Esdras, inserting, substituting, or changing a total of 179 proper nouns. The majority of cpamph's corrections are insertions.

























































































	Locations: A: Q36-f.3v bottom margin; B: Q36-f.4r top margin, numbered α; C: Q36-f.4r top margin, numbered β; D: Q36-f.4r the correction begins in the main text with the insertion of ισλ, and is then continued in bottom margin, numbered γ; E: Q36-f.4r main text; F: Q36-f.4r main text; G: Q36-f.4r superscript; H: Q36-f.4r side margin, numbered δ; I: Q36-f.4r bottom margin, numbered Δδ; J: Q36-f.4r main text; K: Q36-f.4r main text; L: Q36-f.4r bottom margin, numbered ε; M: Q36-f.4r main text; N: Q36-f.4r main text; O: Q36-f.4r top margin, numbered Η(?); P: Q36-f.4r side margin; Q: Q36-f.4r top margin, marked with an arrow; R: Q36-f.4r side margin, marked with a looped caret; S: Q36-f.4r side margin, marked with a looped and dotted caret; T: Q36-f.4r main text.
	Of these 85 insertions by cpamph that are also only attested by Gᴸ manuscripts, on 44 occasions cpamph agrees with at least one Gᴸ manuscript. On 12 occasions cpamph and the Gᴸ manuscripts substantially agree, but with differences that are common variations that arise in textual transmission: itacistic spellings:​[53]​ ζεχρ[ε]ι (21:17), αρασ[ε]ιμ (21:35), μαρ[ε]ιμωθ (22:3), ιωιαρ[ε]ιβ (22:6), χελκ[ε]ιας (22:7); variation between aspirate and non-aspirate stops νετωφαθι/νετωφατ[ε]ι (22:28); variation between double or single consonants: αζακχιου (21:13), ναβαλλατ (21:34), ακκουβ (22:25); and differences in morphological inflection: ιουδα[ς] (21:17), γεσφα[ς] (21:21), ναθιναι[οις/ων] (21:21).
	For 16 of the 29 remaining words where cpamph and the Gᴸ manuscripts differ, cpamph is closer than the Gᴸ manuscripts to the Tiberian tradition in consonants and/or vowels. These cases are listed here by the cpamph text, the table above can be used for comparison: σοββαθαιος (21:16), βακβακιας (21:17), οφελ (21:21), σιαα (21:21), ζανωε (21:30), νοβ (21:32), ανανια (21:32), σεβοειμ (21:34), γεννηθουι (22:4), βαλγας· (22:5), μααδιας· (22:5), ιδειας (22:7), οβδιας (22:25), βηθαγγαλγαλ (22:29), γαβαε (22:29), and αιω (21:32). In most of these cases, the superior text among 93 and 108 can be explained as the corruption of an earlier text that agreed with cpamph, which occurred in Greek transmission. Two exceptions are αιω cpamph > γ[ε/αι] 93 108 (21:31), where the Gᴸ manuscripts have probably been harmonised to the spelling of this place name in earlier books of the Septuagint; and ιδειας cpamph > ωδουιας 93 108 (22:7), which may reflect a Hebrew Vorlage read as *ודעיה. Note that a similar spelling, ωδουιας, for the same lexeme is also attest by the Gᴸ manuscripts in 22:21.
	For 7 of the differences between cpamph and the Gᴸ manuscripts, the Gᴸ manuscripts are closer than cpamph to the Tiberian text in consonants and/or vowels. These are listed here by the Gᴸ text, the table above can be used for comparison: μασαλλημωθ (21:13), βηθφαλατ (21:26), βαιθηλ (21:31), βακβακιας (22:9), γεθθαιμ (21:33), ιερ[ε]ιμουθ (21:29), μιαμειν (22:5). In all these cases, the text in cpamph can be explained as the corruption of an earlier text that agreed with the Gᴸ manuscripts, which occurred in Greek transmission.
	Finally, there are 6 words where cpamph differs from what I determine to be the superior text among 93 and 108, but neither cpamph nor the Gᴸ manuscripts are closer to or further from the Tiberian text. It is impossible to decide on other grounds which text is superior between cpamph and the Gᴸ manuscripts. These cases are listed here, placing cpamph and what I determine to be the superior reading among the Gᴸ manuscripts side by side (the table above can be used to check the quality of my decision in each case): ζαρε/ζαρα (21:24), εσερσοαλ/ασερσωαλ (21:27), σικελεγ/σεκελαγ (21:28), μαχνα/μαχειναι (21:28), ταλμων/τελμων (22:25), αζ[α]μωθ (22:29).
	Overall, when cpamph inserts text containing proper nouns into 2 Esdras that is only attested elsewhere by the Gᴸ manuscripts, cpamph and the Gᴸ manuscripts are substantially the same text. Where they differ, cpamph is usually the closer of the two to the Tiberian tradition. This correlation can be explained if Gᴸ were adjusted toward a Hebrew Vorlage that largely agreed with the Tiberian consonantal text, the editor vocalised the Hebrew text in largely the same way as attested in the Tiberian reading tradition, and cpamph is a more reliable witness to the Gᴸ tradition than that attested in the later manuscripts. There is only one occasion, ωδουιας (22:7), where cpamph and the Gᴸ manuscripts could possibly preserve two separate transcriptions from a Hebrew Vorlage. However, this case may be due to harmonisation of the Gᴸ text at 22:7 to that at 22:21, the latter of which is not preserved in the cpamph corrections.

Cpamph Insertions Not Attested by A and B







































22:36	גִּֽלֲלַ֡י	γελωλαι	γελωλαι	γεληλ ια-	γελων ια-	γελωλ αι-	E























	Locations: A: Q35-f.7r; B: Q35-f.8r; C: Q36-f.4r margin, marked with ※; D: Q36-f.4r main text; E Q36-f.4r margin, marked with ⩫; F: Q36-f.4v top margin; G: Q36-f.4v side margin; H: Q36-f.4v main text; I: Q36-f.4v side margin; J: Q36-f.4v main text.
	Of these 58 insertions by cpamph that are not attested by A and B, on 11 occasions cpamph agrees with the representative manuscripts for Gᴸ, the a-/b-groups, and with 119: ιωναθαν (22:14), ιωσηφ (22:14), αβια (22:17), ιωναθαν (22:18), ιουδας (22:36), μιχαιας (22:41), ζαχαριας (22:41), ανανιας (22:41), σεμειας (22:42),​[54]​ ελεαζαρ (22:42), and ιεζουρ (22:42). On 12 occasions cpamph and the Gᴸ manuscripts substantially agree, but with differences that are common variations that arise in textual transmission: itacistic spellings: σεμ[ε]ια (22:18), οζ[ε]ι (22:19), ελιακ[ε]ιμ (22:41), and μελχ[ε]ιας (22:42);​[55]​ and variation between ε/αι, due to these graphemes having the same phonemic value: [αι/ε]λαμ (22:42).
	Two insertions, αζωτιοι (14:1) and αβεδ (22:20), are only attested by cpamph, Gᴸ and the a-group, which all agree. 106's αμεδ (22:20) is a singular reading, so the manuscript does not represent the a-group at this point; all other a-group manuscripts attest αβεδ.
	Three insertions are only attested by cpamph, Gᴸ, and the b-group, γοσεμ/γησαμ (16:6), σαλλαι (22:20), and καλλαι (22:20). A fourth, ιεζριας (22:42), is attested by 119 as well as these traditions. Aside from ιεζριας (22:42), 119 also agrees with the the b-group. For the following words, cpamph attests the reading that is closest to the Tiberian text, while differences in Gᴸ and the b-group can be explained as developments in transmission from cpamph's text: σαλλαι (22:20), καλλαι (22:20), and ιεζριας (22:42). In one case the b-group and 119 agree over against cpamph, but neither text is closer or further away from the Tiberian tradition: γοσεμ/γησαμ (16:6).
	This last example brings us to the 38 words where there is a substantial difference between cpamph and at least one of the other witnesses under consideration here. For 20 of the cases that fall under this definition, cpamph attests the reading closest to the Tiberian text, which is sometimes shared by one of the other manuscripts: αδνας (22:15), μαριωθ (22:15), -ελκαι (22:15), αδδαι (22:16), μοσολλαμ (22:16), ζεχρι (22:17), φελητει (22:17), ιωιαριβ (22:19), μαθθαναι (22:19), ελκια (22:21), ασαβιας (22:21), ιδειου (22:21), ναθαναηλ (22:21), γελωλαι (22:36),​[56]​ μααι (22:36), ανανι (22:36), θεννουριμ (22:38), ισανα (22:39), μαασιας (22:41), ελιωηναι (22:41), οζι (22:42), and ιωαναν (22:42). In all these cases, variants from cpamph's text are probably a corruption that occurred in transmission of the Greek text.
	For 12 of the words where there is a substantial difference between cpamph and at least one of the other witnesses, a text other than cpamph is closer to the Tiberian, which is usually Gᴸ. In the following list, the variant closest to the Tiberian is listed: σεχενια 108 106 (22:14), ζαχαρια 243 119 (22:16), μιαμειν 108 (22:17, 41), μασαι 108 (22:17), βελγας 108 (22:18), σαμουε 108 106 (22:18), ιεδεια 108 (22:19), αμουκ 108 (22:20), κιννυραι 106 119 (22:27), ναθαναηλ 108 243 119 (22:36),​[57]​ αμμηα 108 (22:39). In all these cases, the reading in cpamph is a minor development from the text that is closest to the Tiberian, either by typical processes of corruption due to scribal error or the addition of a morphological ending. In the final case (22:39), cpamph's reading may be an intermediate form in between the texts of Gᴸ and the other manuscripts: αμμηα Gᴸ > μηα cpamph > μεα a-/b-groups 119.
	Finally, there are 2 words where cpamph substantially differs from at least one of the other witnesses and neither reading is closer to or further from the Tiberian text:
	ορεμ cpamph / αρεμ 119 (22:15): assuming that these variants are genetically related, and that the Hebrew Vorlage was interpreted with the same vocalisation as in the Tiberian tradition, חָרִם, then without knowing how the original transcriber phonetically realised the phoneme qameṣ (in Tiberian Hebrew always realised as back half-open rounded [ɔ]) it is impossible to identify which of these two variants is closest to the original text. In Greek transmission /o/ vowels tend to develop toward /a/ vowels more often than the reverse, and on this basis cpamph may be tentatively preferred as the superior text.
	γαναθωμ cpamph / γενναθωθ 108 (22:16): cpamph attests a final nasal, which is closer to the Tiberian consonantal text, גנתון. However, 108 is closer to the Tiberian vocalisation as it reflects both the initial hireq and geminated nun, גִנְּתוֹן.
	Overall, when cpamph inserts text containing proper nouns into 2 Esdras that are not attested by A and B, then cpamph is usually either in agreement with Gᴸ, the a-/b-groups and 119, or attests a text that is closer than these to the Tiberian tradition. In most cases where Gᴸ, the a-/b-groups and 119 are variant from cpamph, their text is probably a development in transmission from the text in cpamph. When another tradition is closer to the Tiberian tradition than cpamph, this is usually Gᴸ. In all such cases the text of cpamph is a minor development in transmission from the text that is closer to the Tiberian tradition. All of this points toward the conclusion that cpamph and Gᴸ are genetically related, and that cpamph is usually a more reliable witness to this tradition.
	However, is this affinity between cpamph and Gᴸ because cpamph is “Antiochene”, or because both cpamph and Gᴸ are hexaplaric (i.e., been influenced by or had influence on the text of Origen's Hexapla)? There is at least one characteristic feature that distinguishes cpamph and the Gᴸ manuscripts to a small extent: several proper nouns in Gᴸ (as attested in 19, 93 and 108) have been harmonised to their spelling in other parts of the Greek Bible. Such harmonisation does occur for one lexeme in cpamph also: twice the transcription of מִנְיָמִין is preserved in 108 as μιαμειν, but in cpamph has been replaced with βενιαμειν. In contrast, the following words in Gᴸ are the result of such harmonisation: -ελκαι cpamph > χελκειας 108 (22:15, 21),​[58]​ ζεχρι cpamph > ζαχαριας 108 (22:17), ιδειου cpamph > ωδουια 108 (22:7, 21), ανανι cpamph > ανανιας 108 (22:36). Note also that Gᴸ has an extra noun, μασαι (22:17), not attested in the Tiberian tradition or cpamph. (The name can be safely identified as a minus in cpamph, as its position in the Gᴸ text is equivalant occur to the a position within a cpamph insertion of unbroken text on the bottom margin of Q36-f.4r, marked with caret ※.) The name was presumably not in cpamph's exemplar, and is therefore a rare situation where a plus/minus difference between cpamph and Gᴸ can be confidently identified.

Cpamph Insertions of Broadly Attested Words












	Locations: A: Q36-f.2v; B: Q36-f.3v side margin marked with looped caret; C: Q36-f.3v bottom margin marked with dotted looped caret; D: Q36-f.4r; E: Q36-f.4v.
	Aside from ιροαμ (21:12), where medial ε has been lost by haplography, in all other cases cpamph agrees with A. Notably in 5 of the 7 cases listed here cpamph's insertion agrees with the G witnesses over against the Gᴸ witnesses.

Cpamph Corrections of Broadly Attested Words

	Twenty-two proper nouns corrected by cpamph are attested by almost all majuscules, the a- and b-groups, 119 and Gᴸ. Because these words are well attested across the manuscript tradition of 2 Esdras, they provide the most points of comparison for identifying the textual affinity of cpamph's text. In the following examples, cpamph's text has been collated with the Tiberian tradition, A, B, S*, 108, and 243. Manuscript 108 is used as a model text for the Gᴸ tradition. For the 22 words considered here, the a-group, b-group, 58 and 119 are not substantially different from one another. Therefore, I have chosen manuscript 243 (of the b-group) as representative of these textual branches. (In one place the a-group differs substantially from the b-group, this is noted below the table.)












	In the first of these examples, cpamph could have adjusted the S text toward μιχα, and simply ignored the difference in spelling of the /i/ vowel. However, the second example is a more obvious case of cpamph being adjusted toward a text in the hexaplaric or Gᴸ traditions, where B, as sometimes elsewhere, also attests a hexaplaric reading.







	Note that Rahlfs identified the reading in S, θετουσιλωαμ (13:15), as an intruded hexaplaric marginal note.​[59]​ Cpamph's correction is a misspelling of the Greek word κῴδιων “sheepskins”.












	In most of the above instances, cpamph's reading is also closer to the Tiberian vocalised text, except in the case of ζεχριηλ (21:14), which reflects a different Vorlage (*זכריאל) and βονει (21:22), which reflects a different vocalisation (*בֹּנִי).
	In 10 cases, cpamph corrects S toward a text that agrees with A, the a- and b-groups and 119. None of these corrections agree with the text of Gᴸ:

	Tib.	A	B	S	cpamph	108	243











	In most of the above 10 cases, cpamph is closer to the vocalised Tiberian tradition than the original reading in S. Notably, at 11:1 the variant χασεηλου A (> σεχεηλου Bc S by metathesis) reflects the ketiv כסלו, whereas χεσελευ cpamph (> χασαλευ Gᴸ and > χασελευ a-/b-groups by dissimilation) reflects the qere כִּסְלֵיו֙.​[61]​ There is one exception to the described correlation, αμμανιται (23:1), which is probably due to a common development in the transmission of transcriptions where ω > α. Only the original text of S retains what was likely the original spelling in G.




	There are 4 proper nouns where cpamph has been interpreted to mark entire words in the main text of S for deletion or substitution by a marginal reading where an equivalent word is not present in any other text tradition. Two of these words are at 2 Esd 11:1, where the main text of S has a singular reading with no equivalent in the Tiberian tradition: τοις σουσοις μητροπολει περσων. Cpamph marks this phrase with deletion hooks. Given that the phrase in S was a singular reading, the correction moves the text toward every Greek tradition and also the Tiberian tradition.
	 At 2 Esr 21:13 and 22:39, there are marginal insertions marked with two carets. In both cases, there is a diagonal line with dots in the margin next to the point of the insertion, which itself is marked by a tilde with dots. The text to be inserted is then recorded in either the top or bottom margin, where a dotted tilde immediately precedes the beginning of the inserted text, and a dotted diagonal line sits off to the left, with space between it and the corrected text. The use of a caret to mark the point of an insertion and identify which marginal reading should be placed there is common in S.
	In his apparatus, Hanhart indicates that the inserted text is to be substituted for εσδριηλ, which immediately precedes the insertion in 2 Esd 21:13,​[62]​ and for εφραιμ, which immediately follows the insertion in 2 Esd 22:39.​[63]​ Unless I have misunderstood his apparatus, I can only speculate that he interpreted the use of a second caret to indicate a substitution in this case, rather than merely an insertion. The Codex Sinaiticus Website does not interpret either of these cases as substitutions, but as insertions. The latter view is preferable, and cpamph does not use a second caret anywhere else to indicate a substitution. Instead, cpamph is careful to delimit deletions clearly by using features such as deletion hooks, as in the case of the other two deletions considered above.
	Collation of both these words with the wider text tradition supports the interpretation of this particular palaeographical feature on the Codex Sinaiticus Website over against the interpretation in Hanhart's apparatus. Both transcriptions, but with variations in spelling, are also attested in A, B, Gᴸ, the a- and b-groups and 119, and they are also equivalent to words in the Tiberian text, עֲזַרְאֵ֛ל (Neh 11:13) and אֶ֠פְרַיִם (Neh 12:39). It would be uncharacteristic of cpamph's text to correct S away from both the majuscules, Gᴸ, and the Tiberian text.

Cpamph Corrections of Other Correctors

	In four places, cpamph changes a correction made by another corrector:

21:17	וְעַבְדָּא֙ Tib.	ιωρηβ S	→	ø corr	→	ιωβηβ corr	→	αβδας pamph
21:15	עַזְרִיקָ֥ם Tib.	εεχρει S	→	εζερει S1	→	εζρικαν pamph		
21:17	שַׁמּ֔וּעַ Tib.	σαμουει S	→	ø corr	→	σαμμουε pamph		
22:35	יֽוֹנָתָ֜ן Tib.	ιωαναν S	→	ιωφαν corr	→	ιωναθαν pamph		

	In all these cases, the cpamph text is a singular reading, and is the closest variant to the Tiberian tradition.

Overview of Corrections by cpamph

	Laying aside minor exceptions that have already been discussed, the data presented above can be summarised in the following points:

1.	When cpamph inserts text containing proper nouns into 2 Esdras that is only attested elsewhere by the Gᴸ manuscripts, cpamph and the Gᴸ manuscripts are substantially the same text. Where they differ cpamph is usually closer than Gᴸ to the Tiberian tradition.
2.	When cpamph inserts text containing proper nouns into 2 Esdras that is not attested by A and B, then cpamph is usually either in agreement with Gᴸ, the a-/b-groups and 119, or attests a text that is closer than these to the Tiberian tradition.
3.	When cpamph inserts text containing proper nouns into 2 Esdras that is broadly attested, then cpamph usually agrees with the text that is closest to the Tiberian tradition.
4.	When cpamph corrects the text of proper nouns in 2 Esdras, then the correction usually agrees with the text that is closest to the Tiberian tradition, or is a singular reading that is closer to the Tiberian tradition than the rest of the Greek tradition.
5.	In two places cpamph deletes proper nouns in 2 Esdras. These nouns have no equivalent in the Tiberian tradition.
6.	In four places cpamph corrects proper nouns edited by other correctors, introducing singular readings that are the closest variants to the Tiberian tradition.
	
	Thus, cpamph corrected 2 Esdras toward a Greek text that was very close to the Tiberian tradition. However, in a small number of places, cpamph attests a singular reading that notably differs from the Tiberian tradition, which are best explained as due to corruptions in Greek textual transmission. In a smaller number of cases, cpamph attests a text that reflects a different Hebrew Vorlage, or a different vocalisation, to the Tiberian tradition. These observations are consistent with the claim in the 2 Esdras and Esther colophons that the text attested in the cpamph corrections originated from Origen's Hexapla.

















	In 6 of the above cases, cb1 disagrees with the Gᴸ manuscripts. In each case, the text of the corrections are closer to the Tiberian tradition.







Aside from σκευη, these corrections are closer to the Tiberian vocalised text than S.





	The above correction also disagrees with the Gᴸ manuscripts.






















	Both of these corrections are singular readings. The first, μαδουχ, is due to graphical confusion of Λ : Δ in cc's exemplar. The second, ζαχχουρ, is the closest reading to the Tiberian tradition. What little evidence these two cases present is consistent with the rest of the c correctors, who made use of exemplars that were in the main closer than the rest of the Greek text traditions to the Tiberian tradition, but with occasional corruptions.





	The variant attested by S is a singular reading, and almost all other manuscripts attest εμμηρ. It is not possible to determine the textual affinity of d from this datum.





	It was observed above that ca usually agrees with the Gᴸ manuscripts, but that cb1 disagrees with the Gᴸ manuscripts more often than the corrector agrees with this tradition. Since this correction agrees with the Gᴸ manuscripts, it is slightly more preferable to assign it to ca on textual grounds.
	One correction is labelled as “Ccb”, which is presumably a misslabelling for “cb”, as this sign is not listed in the glossary on the Codex Sinaiticus Website:

	Tiberian	B	cb and 93	all other MSS
19:13	סִינַי֙	σεινα	σιναι	σινα

	The spelling is only attested by cb and 93, which is a Gᴸ manuscript. It is probably the original reading for Gᴸ. However, more important given that the correction may have been made by cb1, is that it is closer than all other manuscipts to the Tiberian vocalised text. 
















	The first correction, α[ν]αθανεια (10:30), is difficult to read in both the printed and online facsimile editions of S. All other corrections labelled c agree with the a-group, and also move the text closer to the Tiberian tradition, which is consistent with what has already been observed for the c correctors.
	A further 3 corrections labelled “c” are changes made to another correction:

10:25	פַרְעֹ֡שׁ Tib.	φορος S	→	φαρες ca	→	φορος c
12:1	לְאַרְתַּחְשַׁ֥סְתּ Tib.	αρσαρσαθα S	→	αρταξερξου ca	→	αρσαρσαθα c
17:31	מִכְמָ֔ס Tib.	μαχεμας S	→	μαχμας	 S1	→	μαχεμας c

	In all of these cases, the first correction agrees with the Gᴸ manuscripts, and the second correction by c restores the original reading in S. The c corrector could have chosen to restore the original reading in S without consulting an exemplar.
	Seventeen corrections are not assigned to any particular individual or group of correctors on palaeographical grounds (labelled “corr”). Of these cases, 7 corrections create singular or poorly attested readings that are further away than the original reading in S from the Tiberian tradition:

	Tib.	A	B	S	corr	108	106














	There is no way to determine the textual affinity of these corrections.














	These corrections were probably made toward a reliable early witness to the G tradition.











	These 3 corrections may have been made toward a text in the Gᴸ tradition, and therefore are perhaps more likely to have been made by a c corrector.











	There are a large number of corrections of 2 Esdras in Sinaiticus that relate to proper nouns. The majority of these corrections are marginal insertions by the individual cpamph, a member of the c group of correctors. These corrections are claimed in two colophons to have been collated to another codex by Pamphilus, who worked directly from Origen's Hexapla. Having presented all the corrections that relate to proper nouns from 2 Esdras in Sinaiticus, and contextualised them in light of the text tradition of that book, the following conclusions can be drawn.
	Building on previous work identifying the correctors by palaeographic criteria, it is possible to distinguish them by textual affinity: S1 corrections mostly correct copying errors toward the original exemplar, which usually agrees with the majuscules A and/or B. Occasionally S1 may correct toward another exemplar that has Gᴸ readings, but in all these cases an alternative explanation for the reading can also be given.
	The c correctors usually correct S toward a text that is similar to the Tiberian tradition. Ca's corrections of proper nouns in 2 Esdras usually agree with Gᴸ and sometimes agree with Gᴸ against the rest of the manuscript tradition. In two places ca changes a single letter in S, possibly without consulting a second exemplar, which may explain why these changes disagree with Gᴸ. Cpamph corrected 2 Esdras toward a text that was very close to the Tiberian tradition. Cpamph's corrections are closer to G or Gᴸ only insofar as these traditions agree with the Tiberian tradition. However, in a small number of places cpamph attests a singular reading that notably differs from the Tiberian tradition, and these anomalies are best explained as corruptions in Greek textual transmission, or originating from an editor who adjusted their recension toward a Hebrew Vorlage that was variant from the Tiberian tradition or vocalised the text differently to that tradition. The text of ca and cpamph is sufficiently close that it is plausible to believe that they could have been made by the same individual. Cb1 corrects S toward a text that is closer to the Tiberian tradition, and which disagrees with the Gᴸ manuscripts more often than it agrees. There is not enough data from the hands of cc or d to identify any particular affiliation of the text they tend to correct toward.
	Having identified the textual characteristics of each corrector, some tentative suggestions were put forward about the possible assignation of some corrections that cannot be securely identified on palaeographical grounds alone. About a third of these corrections attest a text that is characteristic of the c correctors.
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